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Summary

Until December 1971, Pakistan consisted of two distinct sections,

West Pakistan (310,378 sq. miles) and East Pdaistan (55,126 sq. miles)

separated from one another by nearly 1,100 miles of territory belonging

to India. The estimated population in 1969 was 127 million with 69

million in East Pakistan (estimates for 1971 had the population at nearly

75 million) and 58 million in West Pakistan. West Pakistan contained

various ethnic groups, of which the Punjabis, Pathans, Baluchis, and

Sindhis were the most important. In East Pakistan, the Bengalis made up

nearly the entire population. The only other major group consisted of

about 1.5 million Biharis, who migrated to East Pakistan following the

1947 partition of British India into two states:. India and Pakistan.

Pakistan was a predominately Muslim country in terms of religion; indeed,

Pakistan was created as a state for the Muslims of the British India.

The only other major non-Muslim group was the 10 million Hindus of

East Pakistan.

The India-Pakistan War resulted from the breakdown of ties between

East and West Pakistan over the east wing's demand for autonomy and 'the

resultant civil war in East Pakistan between the forces of the central

government (largely from West Pakistan) and the insurgent Bengalis,

who were aided by India. Negotiations between East Pakistanijleader

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and Pakistan's President Yahya Khan collapsed on

March 25, 1971. The Pakistan Army began a military campaign in Dacca

and subsequently in other areas of East Pakistan designed to suppress

the autonomy movement. Majibur Rahman was arrested. The policies

followed by the Army led to considerable violence and killing;

CRS-i
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estimates of the number of people killed in East Pakistan from March to

November vary from 200,000 to one million. By May the Army began to

focus on East Pakistan's ten million Hindus, and its policies took on an

increasingly anti-Hindu bent, manifested in such actions as arrests,

executions, and confiscation of Hindu property.

The violence and killing in East Pakistan sparked a large-scale

movement of refugees into India beginning in the second half of April

and growing into a flood by mid-May. Increasingly, Hindus made up the

bulk of the refugees as a result of the Pakistan Army's treatment of the'

Hindu population. By November, some eight to ten million refugees had

entered India.

India supported the East Pakistan insurgents from the beginning of

the fighting. The Government of India began to allow aid to the insurgents

as early as the first week in April. By mid-May at the latest, the

Government of India had set up training -camps to arm and train a guerrilla

army of over 50,000 men, most of whom came from the ranks of the refugees.

By June-July, these guerrillas were moving in substantial numbers back

into East Pakistan, where they caused a good deal of trouble for the

90,000 Pakistani troops.

The East Pakistan situation caused international concern, particularly

when India took the position in late May that the crisis could be resolved

only through a political solution satisfactory to the Awami League,

Sheikh Mujibur's party. The Soviet Union and Conmunist China strongly

backed India and Pakistan respectively. The United States adopted a policy

of persuasive diplomacy; it did not condemn Pakistan publicly for its
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policies in the East, permitted the continuation of the small volume of

arms sales to that country ($4-5 million in sales between March and

November), and did not suspend economic aid. Instead, Washington

attempted to persuade Yahya Khan to modify his policies in East PiStan

and negotiate with the Bangladesh leaders in Calcutta (Bangladesh was the

name given East Pakistan when Sheikh Mujibur's Awami League associates

declared it an independent state in April) for a settlement based on

autonomy for East Pakistan.

Yahya Khan took several steps in the direction of policy change be-

ginning in June. These included his announcement that Pakistan would

return to civilian rule in December and his proclamation of a general

amnesty. However, these did little to return the situation to normal

in East Pakistan, where the army's policies of terror and the guerrilla

war continued.

In August the United States established contacts with the Bangladesh

leaders in Calcutta, and by November Yahya Khan was, however reluctantly,

indicating a willingness to negotiate with them. In October India hard-

ened its public position and demanded that Pakistan release Mujibur Rahman

as a precondition to any negotiations. India also began to strengthen its

forces along the East Pakistan border in late October and received sub-

stantial shipments of Soviet arms under the Soviet-Indian Treaty of Peace,

Friendship and Cooperation signed in August. Indian statements in Octobcc

also began to suggest that New Delhi's main objective was now ineenc e-,,o

for "Bangladesh' rather than autonomy.

l_/ The U.$.also continued economic aid and some military sales to
India during the period.
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In early November, Prime Minister Gandhi visited Western Europe and

the United States. Her meetings in Washington did not reduce the differences

between India and the United States on the -issue of the Sheikhs release.

President Nixon continued to seek a settlement that would keep Pakistan

united while Mrs. Gandhi's statements pointed up the Indian view that

independence was the only possible outcome of the crisis.

n' November 21-22, within ten days after Prime Minister Gandhi's

return, the Indian army began to occupy large areas inside East Pakistan.

Mrs. Gandhi on November 30 demanded that Pakistan withdraw its forces

from East Pakistan and said that Bangladesh would accept "nothing less

than liberation" from Pakistan. United States and United Nations efforts

to restrain India were rebuffed.

On December 3 Pakistan staged air attacks against eight Indian

airfields. India launched a strong attack into East Pakistan and

recognized the independence' of Bangladesh. With these actions began

full-scale hostilities.

From December 3 to December 17, 1971, India and Pakistan fought

their third war since the two countries gained independence in 1947.

Unlike the hostilities of 1948 and 1965, the December war had a clear-cut

outcome. India completely defeated the Pakistan Army in East Pakistan

and severed that province from Pakistan. A new state, Bangladesh, re-

placed what was formerly East Pakistan.

I ______ 
____ 

__
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The India-Pakistan War had important repercussions for U. S. policy

in South Asia. When the fighting broke out, the United States accused

India of unjustifiably attacking Pakistan and thwarting efforts for a

peaceful solution of the conflict. On December 4, a "senior State

Department official" stated to newsmen that "India bears the major re-

sponsibility for the broader hostilities" and that Indian policy "has led

to the perpetuation of the crisis.1" The United States subsequently sus-

pended $87 million in economic assistance to India. Presidential adviser

Henry Kissinger stated in a "background" briefing for newsmen on December

7 that "military action /by Indi~awas taken in our view without adequate

cause." During the course of the war, as an Indian victory in East

Pakistan became imminent, the United States sent ships from the Seventh

Fleet .into the Indian Ocean. It also warned the Soviet Union to restrain

India from launching an all-out attack on West Pakistan.

India responded by accusing the United States of taking a pro-

Pakistan, anti-India position. It asserted that Washington had followed

a shortsighted diplomatic policy which failed to recognize the extent to

which Pakistan had provoked India into military action. Finally, India

reacted angrily to the Seventh Fleet's appearance in the Indian Ocean.

j Washington Post, December 5, 1971.
2/ Washington Post, December 7, 1972. On December 6, the President told

Congressional leaders that the United States would maintain "absolute
neutrality" and not become "physically involved in any way. "

0" Rpm W. . go I FPIIN e F-0174 Irl TRIP
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Relations between India and the United States have remained cool.

The United States has made no move to restore aid, and President Nixon

offered only to discuss economic relations with India in his 1972 foreign

policy message to Congress. In that report, he once again laid the bulk

of the blame for the December war on India. He declared that the United

States would not compete with the Soviet Union for India's favor but that

the United States was willing to "respond constructively" in any dialogue

with India "if India has an interest in maintaining balanced relationships

with all major powers." He also added that:

Of interest to us also will be the posture that South Asia's
most powerful country now adopts toward its neighbors on the
subcontinent.

The President described Pakistan as "a close friend" whose "well-being

and security" were still of concern to the United States.

The Government of India reacted critically to the report, and Prime

Minister Gandhi on March 8 accused the United States of planning "something

sinister" for India, including the rearming of Pakistan. Indian officials

have reacted to the U.S. aid cut by downgrading the importance of

American economic assistance and emphasizing India's selI:-reliance. They

have also said that the United States must recognize thai India is as

important as China on the Asian scene.

:4~
a 11
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I. Background of the March 25 Crisis in East Pakistan

The crisis of March 25 in East Pakistan was the culmination of a

chain of events which followed the collapse of the government of Pakistan1

President Mohaned Ayub Khan in March 1969. The roots of the crisis,

however, lay in the autonomy movement in East Pakistan, which became ons

of the most formidable internal political problems for the Government of

Pakistan following the September 1965 war with India. In East Pakistan,

local Bengali politicians, professional people, businessmen, and intellect-

uals had long held the conviction that East Pakistan's economic backwardness

and poverty was the result of West Pakistan's exploitation of the province s

resources. They cited statistics to explain their contention that since

Pakistan's founding in 1947, the central government had concentrated de-

velopmental expenditures and foreign assistance in West Pakistan. East

Pakistan, while containing the majority of Pakistan's population and

providing the bulk of the countryrs foreign exchange earnings, lagged fan

behind West Pakistan in economic development. Moreover, East Pakistani

r-presentation in the army and civil service--the two institutional pillars

of th&. central government--was distinctly low. Both the army and civil

service wore dominated by the Punjabis of West Pakistan.

The 196- war with India brought East Pakistani discontent to the

surface when it was discovered that the province was defenseless with only

one army divisiott stationed there. Bengali leaders quickly seized upon

this issue to criticize the Government, and the autonomy movement cane

into the open. larly in 1966, Sheikh Mujibur ahman--the head of the kwams

'League, East Paki stan's strongest political party--issued a six-point

Ml! 00 IR ! P ',W. 7 t g 4 so 11'. w



platform calling for a substantial degree of autonomy for East Pakistan.

The six points are sumarized as follows:

(1) A Federation of Pakistan would be established, with a return to
parliamentary government on the basis of universal adult franchise.

(2) The federal government would deal with only defense and foreign
affairs; all other subjects would be vested in the federating states.

(3) Separate but convertible currencies would be established for
East and West Pakistan; or, if that was not feasible, one currency for
A the entire country with effective provisions to stop the flight of capital
from East to West Pakistan. Also a separate banking reserve should be
established and separate fiscal and monetary policy be adopted for East

Pktan.

(4) East Pakistan authorities would be granted the sole power to
collect and levy taxes in the province. The federal government would
receive a share of state' taxes to meet its expenditures.

(5) Separate accounts would be established for the foreign exchange
earnings of the two wings; the foreign exchange requirements of the federal
government would be met by the two wings equally or in a ratio to be fixed;
the Federation would allow duty-free movement of products between the two
wings and the right of each wing to establish trade links with foreign
countries.

(6) East Pakistan would have a separate militia or para-military

force.

The Awami League's program attracted considerable attention in East

Pakistan. in March 1969 disorders in East Pakistan fomented. largely by

the Awami League contributed to Ayub Khan's downfall.

Following Ayubts retirement, there was a gradual move toward democ-

ratization in Pakistan, culminating in the election of a National Assembly

4n December 1970 to draft a new constitution.

The election campaign in East Pakistan did much to fuel the autonomist-

;oparatist spirit in that province. The Awani League campaigned for 'full

iimiementation of Sheikh Kjibur's Six Points, and the Sheikh asserted

that "Bangladesh" (Country of Bengal) would no longer serve as a "market
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and colony of West Pakistan. " He made a major issue .out of the disastrous

cyclone of November 1970, charging that the slowness of relief efforts

symbolized the central government's neglect of East Pakistan.

East Pakistan was represented by 169 of the 313 seats in the National

Assembly. In the election held on December 7 the Awami League won 167 of

the 169 seats, thus assuring the- Sheikh's party of an absolute majority in

the National Assembly. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto's Pakistan People's Party

(PPP) captured 81 of the 138 West Pakistan seats; Bhutto consequently

emerged as a major factor in subsequent efforts to reach a compromise on

the new constitution.

Sheikh Mujibur now faced the problem of trying to negotiate the out-

lines of a political-constitutional settlement with Yahya K~han and Bhutto.

There is no evidence that Yahya Khan opposed Mujibur as Prime Minister

of a. parliamentary all-Pakistan government, so long as that government had

"adequate powers" in relation to the provinces. On December 24, following

talks with Mujibur Rahman in Dacca, he described the Sheikh as "our future

prime minister. " Yet, during the negotiations with Mujibur in March,

Yahya apparently came under considerable pressure from West Pakistani

political and military leaders, and as a result he rescinded an agreement

"in principle" between the Sheikh and himself at a crucial stage in the

negotiations.

London Times, June 4, 1971. The London Times version of the events.
leading to March 25 is one of the. most detailed available.
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The crisis began when Yahya Khan announced on February 13 that the

National Assembly would meet on March 3. O February 15 Bhutto announced

that his party would boycott the Assembly unless he had advance assurance

that there was "room for compromise or adjustment" in the Awami League a

Six Points; he also warned other West Pakistani politicians not to attend.

Bhutto's warning gives credence to the view of a prominent Awami League

member involved in the negotiations that the PPP leader feared that non-

PPP assembly members from West Pakistan might side with the Awami League

and thus bar the PPP from any role in writing the new constitution.

Bhutto reportedly gained the support of several prominent army leaders,

and when non-PPP West Pakistani representatives disregarded Bhutto and

went to Dacca, he reportedly warned Yahya Khan on February 28 of the

consequences the President would face if he ratified a constitution un-

acceptable to Punjab and the army. It is unknown whether army leaders

also took this line with Yahya, but it appears likely. In any event,

Yahya on March 1 ordered the National Assembly postponed indefinitely;

he did this without consulting Mujibur Rahman.

The Bengalis reacted with a campaign of protest and sporadic violence;

and within a week, a de facto transfer of power began to take place in East

Pakistan as the provincial administration broke down and the Awami League

Ibid.
2f/ Sobhan, Rehman. Negotiating for Bangladesh: a participants view.

South Asian Review, v. 4, July 1971: 318-319. Sobhan emphasizes
the prospective support of representatives of non-Punjabi ethnic
groups for the Awami League program.
London Times, June 4, 1971.

"79 -;%"7r
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began to assume governmental functions. Yahya Khan, possibly fearing

that Mujibur Rahmian would proclaim independence in a speech set for

March 7, announced on March 6 that the National Assembly would convene on

March 25. This time Bhutto agreed to attend without insisting on prior

conditions.

Mujibur Rahman, now under pressure from his followers to make

stronger demands, set forth a series of new conditions on March 7. Despite

the calls for outright independence by some elements of the Awami League,

the demands remained within the framework of a united Pakistan. Mujibzr

asked that power be transferred to the National Assembly and that Yahya

Khan withdraw the army from East Pakistan and end martial law (imposed

after the outbreak of violence). He warned that the Awami League would

boycott the Assembly unless Yahya ended martial law. On March 15, Mujibur

Rahman announced that he was assuming the administration of East Pakistan.

Between March 16 and 25, intensive negotiations ensued involving

Yahya Khan, Mujibur Rahman, and Bhutto. The talks broke down. Yahya Khan

said that "other political leaders" objected to the accords worked out

between Mujibur Rahman and himself. Yahya Khan also claimed that when

Mujibur Rahman refused to work out new agreements, he decided on military

action. Rehman Sobhan, a close confidant of Mujibur Rahman, has contended

that by March 25 the outlines of an agreement based on transfer of power to

the provinces, an end to martial law, and separate assemblies for East and

West Pakistan had been reached. "The Generals," he said, ignored this and

/ Embassy of Pakistan (Washington). Pakistan Affairs, March 31, 1971.
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launched a surprise attack.

I jt is im Aibe .o tell Qhich varsm i nore y crrct

It seems likely that high-ranking West Pakistani military officials opposed

major concessions to the Awami League and exercised considerable influence

over the negotiations (much more so than the "politicians" Yahya spoke of).

Whether Yahya Khan reluctantly bowed to their wishes or willingly collabor-

ated with them is not as important as the fact that their views prevailed

when Yahya abandoned negotiations and the Army attacked on March 25.

The rapid movement of the Pakistan Army on Dacca the night of March 25

indicates considerable advance contingency planning. During the March

crisis, the Pakistan Army had increased its forces in the east wing from

25,QOO to somewhere between 40,000 and 60,000. Army operations resulted in

considerable damage in Dacca and inflicted several thousand casualties.

Mujibur Rabman was arrested and taken to West Pakistan.

II. The Pakistan Army' s Policies in the East and the Creation of the
Refugee Problem

The policies of the Pakistan Army after March 25 can be summarized

under three headings: (1) the imposition of army authority throughout

East Pakistan; (2) the destruction of the Awami League and its sympathizers;

and (3) special action against East Pakistan's ten million Hindus. By all

accounts, the Army implemented its policies with considerable violence and

destruction. By July, estimates of the number of Bengalis killed ranged

/ Sobhan, op. cit., pp. 323-326.
Washington Post, March 30, 1971. One estimate is that 7,000 people
were killed in Dacca in the first 24 hours.

Poo,". pl qT:"RrWVpP!
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from 200,000 to .one million, with the lower figure more widely accepted.

The U.S. Department of State estimated nearly 250,000 deaths in East

Pakistan between March 25 and July.

During the first month after March 25, the Army's attack on Dacca

was repeated in other cities. .Bengali resistance had all but collapsed

by the end of April, and the 80,000-90,000 Pakistani troops in East

Pakistan controlled all the major cities.

A mission of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-

ment (World Bank) visited East Pakistan in June and documented the

destruction caused by the Pakistan Army. One survey completed by the

mission focused on a number of cities where the destruction had been

especially heavy. Jessore, a city of 80,000 in the western part of

East Pakistan, was described as "the area where the army punitive action

had been very severe." The survey spoke of "totally destroyed villages"

in Jessore District and stated that 20,000 people had been killed in the

city. Trade had come to a standstill and more than 50 percent of the shops

had been destroyed. Ihulna, a larger city of 400,000, had been "substantially

damaged," particularly its major industries. Khulna Ts population had dropped

to 150,000. The survey went on to describe the town of Mungla (population

22,000) as having "been virtually obliterated by naval shelling" with its

population reduced to a mere 1,000. Khustia, a city of 40,000 north of

Dacca, had been the scene of strong Bengali resistance. The survey stated:

New York Times, July 18, 1971.

I
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When the insurgents withdrew, the army punitive action started.
It lasted 12 days and left Khustia virtually deserted and
destroyed. The population was down from 40,000 to 5,000.
Ninety percent of the houses, shops, banks and other buildings
were totally destroyed. People were sitting around dazed.
When we moved around everyone fled. It was like the morning
after a nuclear attack. The people were terrified and still
shocked and dazed./

The final report of the mission referred to "the general destruction

of property in cities, towns and villages" as one of the "four principal

impacts of the conflict"; it said the destruction "was largely the result

of military activity in the major cities and towns and along the major road

arteries between them."1 The report stated:

However, there is also no question that punitive measures by
the Military are continuing; even if directed at particular
elements (such as known or suspected Awami Leaguers, students
or Hindus), these have the effect of fostering fear among the
population at large.

The report noted a. "general sense of fear and lack of confidence on the

part of most of the population." This was reflected in the high rate of

worker absenteeism in nearly every sector of the economy. The report saw

"no signs that the situation will improve significantly or rapidly."

The mission placed the bulk of the blame on the Army and concluded:

The most difficult aspect of this question obviously relates
to steps and measures affecting the general atmosphere in the
Province. Specific suggestions in this area are outside the
Mission's competence. However, it would appear that any
interim program would have to include, as essential elements,
arrangements that would reduce the visibility of the Army so
as to reduce the major source of fear among the people and that
would create conditions under which East Pakistan's civil
administration can function normally.2

/ excerpts from this survey appeared in the New York Times, July 13, 1971.
See also Congressional Record, July 14, 1971, S10900-10911.

2_/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee to
Investigate Problems CLnected with Refugees and Escapees. Relief
problems in East Pakistoa and India. Part I. 92nd Cong., 2nd sess.
1971. Washington, U.S. Govt. Oint. ff.: 211-226.
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By the time of the World Bank mission, the Army was directing

a concerted policy of intimidation and violence against East Pakistan's

Hindus. There were several reasons for this. Many West Pakistanis had

long considered the Hindus a potential fifth column for Itdia. This was

illustrated soon after the events of March 25 when newspapers in Karachi,

Lahore, and other West Pakistan cities began accusing the East Pakistan

Hindus of having secret and illicit links with India. A "Hindu conspiracy"

offered the Government of Pakistan a way of explaining the fighting in

East Pakistan to the West 'Pakistan citizenry. Moreover, the Government

and Army may have felt that emphasis on the Hindus would persuade Bengali

Muslims to abandon the Awami League cause. Finally, the Hindus were strong

supporters of the Awami League.

By May the anti-Hindu .campaign had become widespread, according to

Anthony Mascarenhas, a correspondent for the Karachi Morning News, who

wrote a lengthy article for the London Sunday Times following a ten-day

tour of East Pakistan (Foreign journalists at that time were barred from

East Pakistan). Mascarenhas in his article reported large-scale and in-

6iscriminate killing of Hindus and suspected Awami League sympathizers.

He quoted a Colonel Naim of the Ninth Division Headquarters as justifying

the anti-Hindu campaign:

The Hindus had completely undermined the Moslem masses with
their money . . . We have to sort them out to restore the
land to the people, and the people to their faith.4/

The article was reprinted in the Washington Post, June 13, 1971.
1

IF
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Correspondents who went into East Pakistan in July after the

Government of Pakistan lifted the ban on foreign journalists corroborated

the information reported by Mascarenhas. Sidney Schanberg of the New York

Times visited one city where the Army had painted houses with letters

identifying them as owned by Hindus. Hindu property, Schanberg said, was

being confiscated. Lee Lescaze of the Washington Post reported that army

attacks against Hindus were widespread. Refugees coming out of East

Pakistan in late September said that the army's killing, looting and

burning was still going on and was directed largely at Hindus. The New

York Times reported a "consensus" among foreigners in Dacca in early

October that the army had not ended the terror campaign against Hindus.

The Pakistan Army recruited and armed some 10,000 "razakars"--who

were mainly non-Bengali Muslims called Biharis and rightist Bengalis.

The razakars, as a civil guard, reportedly committed numerous acts against

civilians, including the murder of several hundred leading Bengali civic

and professional leaders just prior to the Indian Army's entry into Dacca

in December.

One of the ironies of the crisis was the Pakistan Government's policy
of allowing into East Pakistan foreign correspondents who wrote
unfavorable articles about the Army's actions.

2f New York Times, July 4, 1971.
Washington Post, July 19, 1971.

J/ New York Times, October 10, 1971.
The Biharis in East Pakistan had fled there from India during the
1947 partition crisis.

6/ Washington Star, December 22, 1971.
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The flow of refugees into India, which began after April 15, was

the direct result of the Army's policies. The Army's destructive attacks

on the cities in April and the subsequent pogroms caused hundreds of

thousands of people to flee into the countryside. Even at the end of

October "well informed sources" in Dacca were saying that 30 percent of

the population prior to March 25 was still missing from nearly every

East Pakistan town and city. The movement of the Army into the countryside

after April 15 sparked the refugee influx into India as Bengali peasants

joined the urban dwellers in flight. The religious composition of the

refugees closely corresponded to the pattern of the Army's policies. The

initial flow of refugees in late April and early May was predominantly

Muslim, indicating the general fear of the Army among most segments of

East Pakistan's population. By mid-May, large numbers of Hindus were

entering India; the Government of India placed the number of refugees at

2.6 million on May 15. At the end of May, Hindus reportedly made up 60

percent of the over three million refugees listed, and 90 percent of the

new arrivals were Hindus.

The movement of refugees continued throughout the summer months and

into the autumn. The Government of India placed the number at five million

in mid-June, and seven million by August 1. Hindus made up nearly 90

percent of the latter figure. At the beginning of October the Government

1/ Washington Post, October 28, 1971.
2/ Washington Post, May 15, 1971.

Hariharan, A. Horror in store. Far Eastern Economic Review, v.LXXII,
May 29, 1971: 14. Washington Post, June 4, 1971.

J 4New York Times, June 12, 1971.
Singh, Khushwant. Why they fled Pakistan--and won t go back.
New York Times Magazine, August 1, 1971: 14.

I 0 0
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of India placed the refugee level at 8.3 million and raised it to ten

million by the end of the month. Most estimates by that time stated that

Hindus composed 80-90 percent of the refugee population.

III. Indian Policy and the Bangladesh Guerrillas

After April 1971, the refugee problem and the emerging Bangladesh

guerrilla movement gradually deepened the East Pakistan crisis. India

supported the guerrillas from an early date, and its policy toward the

Mukti Bahini, as the guerrillas were called, is important in measuring

India's overall intentions toward Pakistan. India has persistently

claimed that the presence of millions of Pakistan refugees created intoler-

able conditions which governed its actions throughout the period after

March 1971. Pakistan has asserted that from the beginning India followed

a deliberate policy designed to dismember Pakistan.

In examining the refugee problem as a determinant in Indian policy

between March and November 1971, one may distinguish between India's

initial policy of aiding the Bengali guerrillas and the final decision

of mid-November to send the Indian Army into East Pakistan. These two

crucial decisions were made at different times and under differing

circumstances. The former foreshadowed the latter only indirectly as

the changing situation in East Pakistan, including the emergence of the

refugees, intervened to forge its own influence on India's policy.

Lj Washington Star, October 3, 1971. Washington Post, October 29, 1971.
2/ Washington Post, November 5, 1971.
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A. India's Foreign Policy Objectives in the Crisis

It is extremely doubtful that the Pakistan refugees played any

major role in the Government of India's initial decision to aid and nurture

the Bengali resistance inside East Pakietan. India's material support oil

the Bangladesh forces began early in April prior to and during the initial

stages of the refugee movement--not as a result of it. It should be

noted that Government of India statements, including notes to the Government

of Pakistan, placed little emphasis on the refugee problem until the middle

of May. By that time, India was already engaged in building .a guerrilla

army.

In the early stages of the crisis, the Indian Government sought an

outcome that would bring the Awami League to power in Pakistan, or at

least in East Pakistan. The Awami League had suggested that it would seek

better relations with India and drop some of the issues of the India-

Pakistan dispute. Mujibur. Rahman had stated during the election campaign

for the National Assembly that the India-Pakistan confrontation must end.

Awami Leaguers and East Pakistanis as a whole had never been emotionally

involved in the controversy over Kashmir to the extent that the West

Pakistani were, and India apparently believed that. if the Awami League

cane to power, it would most likely direct the Government of Pakistan to

quit pressing this troublesome and sometimes embarrassing issue. Moreover,

a Pakistani foreign policy under Awami League direction or influence

would be less amenable to close ties with China, another Indian goal.

/ New York Times, April 9, 1971.
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India also most likely expected that an Awami League assumption of power

in East Pakistan would mean the end of Pakistan's aid to the Naga and

Mizo revolts in northeast India. Finally, the Awami League could b6

expected to reopen the once-prosperous trade between East Bengal and

Calcutta, having advocated such a step in the election campaign.

The reaction in India to the Awami League's election victory in

December 1970 pointed up these expectations.. While the Government main-

tained a meticulous silence (to avoid Pakistani charges of interference),

Indian political leaders and the press applauded the success of Mujibur

Rahman. Many party leaders and newspapers, including Congress Party

chairman Jagjivan Ram, noted that the Awami League stood for improved

Indo-Pakistan relations. After the fighting began in March, one Indian

Government official was quoted as saying: "For the first time in 23 years,

they the Awami League/ were saying let's normalize relations. " In short,

the Government of India saw an Awami League assumption of power as the

answer to many of its most pressing foreign policy problems with Pakistan,

especially Kashmir. Consequently, India was willing to interfere actively

in the East Pakistan situation in an attempt to secure these objectives.

B. India's Aid to the Guerrillas

Government of India officials openly expressed support for the

Awami League immediately after the outbreak of fighting on March 25; and

on March 31, the Parliament unanimously passed a resolution expressing

l/ The Nagas and Mizos are ethnic groups that have been waging guerrilla

warfare against the Government of India over the last decade in an

attempt to gain autonomous status for their areas.
2/ Mujahid, Sharif. Pakistan: first general elections. Asian Survey,

v. XI, February 1971: 161.
3/ 'See Radio New Delhi, December 9, 1970; Hindustan Times (New Delhi),

January 1, 1972; and Ananda Bazar Patrika (Calcutta), February 17, 1972.

Manchester Guardian, April 4, 1971.
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"the wholehearted sympathy and support of the people of India" for the

Bengalis. As the Pakistan Army expanded its operations in early April, the

Government of India began allowing "unofficial" aid, mainly food and

medicine, to move across the West Bengal-East Pakistan border. By the

first week in April, "informed sources" in New Delhi were dropping hints

to foreign newsmen that such items as kerosene, fuel for motor vehicles,

and food and communications equipment were being sent in moderate quantities

2/
into East Pakistan. The Press Trust of India hinted at such aid when it

stated on April 3 that "a telecommunications network is being set up by

the liberation .army in the northern and northwestern regions of Bangladesh

to facilitate the effective functioning of the provisional government."

Such equipment could only be supplied by India, since the areas described

lay adjacent to West Bengal state.

Indian aid up to mid--April, whether "official" or "unofficial," was

moderate in quantity and apparently did not include weapons. Nevertheless,

it was intervention, at least tacitly approved by the Government. Moreover,

as the Bengali resistance transformed itself into a guerrilla movement by

the second half of April, the Government of India began seriously consider-

ing a policy of giving active aid to the guerrillas. The initial stage of

this policy could be seen by the actions of the Indian army in allowing

rebel soldiers who had crossed the border into India to keep their weapons

and establish base camps. The rebel soldiers subsequently became the

_/ New York Times, March 30 and April 29, 1971. Washington Post,
April 3, 1971.

at_ Washington Post, April 5, 1971.
-3/ Ibid.

Washington Post, April 21, 1971. New York Times, April 29, 1971.
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nucleus of the 60,000-man Mukti Bahini army trained in India.

By the second half of April, "senior Indian army officers" were

telling foreign newsmen they were certain a successful guerrilla campaign

could be mounted in East Pakistan and that India would aid the guerrillas.

Sidney Schanberg cited "authoritative Indian sources" as saying that

increased Government of India aid to the guerrillas was likely, including

arms, ammunition and training. These sources, according to Schanberg,

"recognized privately" that the Bengali insurgents needed large-scale

assistance to achieve significant results against the Pakistan Army;

moreover, such assistance was necessary to prevent the guerrillas from

turning to radical leadership of the militant left. Mrs. Gandhi, these

sources said, was well aware of these factors and the fact that India

represented the only potential source of support.

The political orientation of the guerrillas was a major factor re-

enforcing India's policy of aid to the Mukti Bahini. As the movement grew,

India officials periodically expressed concern that the Mukti Bahini might

become radicalized and some day present a threat to the security of India's

West Bengal state, where most of the 45 million Bengalis have consistently

opposed the Congress Party-controlled New Delhi Government. As will be

discussed later, this concern over West Bengal's security influenced India's

November decision to seek a quick military solution in East Pakistan. In

the early stages of India policy, the Gandhi Government believed that its

Washington Post, April 29, 1971.
New York Times, April 29, 1971.
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aid would give it :'some influence or control over the Bangladesh movement.

The Government of India had by mid-May established training camps

for thousands of recruits for the ukti Bahini army.. London Times

columnist Peter Hazelhurst was told by a "prominent" East Bengali communist

that such cymps had been set up. According to this individual, volunteers

were screened at transit camps; and if they passed a physical test, they

were sent on a six-week training course conducted by former members of the

East Pakistan Rifles (a Bengali unit of the Pakistan Army that sided with

the Bengali rebels after March 25) and Indian instructors. Potential

officers were sent to Indian military establishments to take a six-month

training course. Hazelhurst provided further information on June 2

when he reported that guerrilla officers assisted by Indian military in-

structors were training 30,000 recruits in about 30 camps. Hazelhurst

stated that the guerrillas "operating from bases within Indian territory

and under the guidance of Indian military experts, have begun to hit back

at West Pakistani units. "

Ey July it was common knowledge that India was providing large-scale

aid to the Mukti Bahini. One leader of a guerrilla unit in East Pakistan

admitted to a Washington Post correspondent that nearly all of the unit's

weapons and ammunition came from India; he also disclosed that the unit

periodically used India as a sanctuary, and that on at least one occa1ic.

Indian army artillery had opened fire to support an attack on Pakistani

* troops.

London Times, May 22, 1971.
2/ Ibid. , June 2, 1971.
J See Washington Post, July 19, 1971. Washington Star, July 21 and

26, 1971.
Washington Post, July 23, 1971.,
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By July there were an estimated 30,000 Mukti Bahini guerrilla- in

East Pakistan. They were most active near East Pakistan's borders--

another indication of the importance of Indian aid and sanctuary-staging

hit and run attacks against Pakistani amy =nits. Such raids at this

juncture often forced the Pakistan Army to withdraw from the countryside

at night into the more secure towns. In the interior, the guerrillas grew

bolder with sabotage activities. They knoOked out Daccats electric power

system on July 4 and began periodically to cut road and rail links between

Dacca and the main port of Chittagong.

The attention of the guerrillas increasingly focused on the "peace

committees" and razakars. The peace committees were made up of Biharis

and members of small conservative Muslim parties and were set up in many

villages. There they served as agents and sources of information for the

Pakistan Army, watched over the civil government, disposed of property

confiscated from Hindus or Awami Leaguers, and recruited razakars. in

July, the Mukti Bahini began a concerted campaign to kill peace committee

members and devoted much of its propaganda to this effort.

The report of the World Bank noted the Army's response:

At the same time insurgent activity is continuing. This is
not only disruptive in itself, but also often leads to massive
Army retaliation. J

New York Times, July 16 and 25, 1971. Wall Street Journal, July 27,
1971.

_/ Washington Star, July 20, 1971. Wall Street Journal, July 27, 1971.
Washington Post, July 21, 1971.

3/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcoz!ittee to

Investigate Problems Conn c ed with Refugees and Escapees. Relif

Problems in East Pakistan and India. Part I, p. 213.
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The survey used to prepare the report stated:

* The Jessore area is by no means secure. Government officers
cannot any more easily enter the villages as they run the risk
of being shot by the 'miscreants.' A number of these incidents

took place in the week before I arrived, and the army is
reacting to these incidents by burning down the villages fron
which these shots are being fired.j

By October the Mukti Bahini had grown to around 50,000, made up of

15,000 former members of the Pakistan Army and police units and 30,000-

40,000 recruits. The guerrillas were able by this time to establish pockets

of "liberated areas' along East Pakistan's border.. By early November such

areas comprised nearly 25 percent of East Pakistan's territory. The

Pakistan Army found itself stretched increasingly thin with frequent

disruption of its communications and transportation systems. The Indian

Army buildup along the border--the forerunner to India's policy of in-

cursions into East Pakistan--forced the Pakistanis to concentrate along

the border, thus leaving much of the interior open to the guerrillas. The

Mukti Bahini fired mortars against Dacca for the first time in October.

Still, the guerrillas were far from total victory. The Pakistan Army

controlled the major towns and cities, and the Mukti Bahini did. not risk

Challenging the Army in set battles. The prospects in October for a long

drawn out conflict were dramatically altered by India's decision to

escalate its involvement.

New York Times, July 13, 1971.
-/ Ibid, November 11, 1971. Washington Star, November 12, 1971.

Washington Post, November 2, 1971.
New Yark Times, October 17 and 28, 1971.
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IV. Diplomatic Efforts to Resolve the Crisis, May-September 1971

A. India's Politicization of the East PalkIstan Issue

India's decision in May 1971 to demand a political settlement

of the East Pakistan problem satisfactory to itself brought a new and

far-reaching element into the East Pakistan crisis. It firmly committed

India to the Awami League cause and thus heightened the possibility of

war between India and Pakistan. It also led to diplomatic involvement by

outside powers, especially the United States and the Soviet Union.

India, as stated earlier, justified its East Pakistan policy, in-

cluding the call for a political settlement, on the problems created by

millions of refugees; but the political commitment made to the Awami

League in May clearly signaled New Delhi's objective of securing a political

change in Pakistan conducive to Indian foreign policy goals. In late May,

India launched a diplomatic campaign calling for international pressure

on P&kistan to reach a political settlement with the Awami League leader-

ship. On May 24, Mrs. Gandh, in a speech to the Parliament, dwelt on the

need for the return of the refugees to East Pakistan. She declared that

the "great powers" had a "special responsibility" to bring about a "political

solution" to the crisis. She warned that "if the world does not take heed

we shall be constrained to take all means as may be necessary to ensure

our own security and for the preservation of the structure of our social

and economic life." She said that Indians "are not given to talking in

PIP-5-M IM "PIP ol ".".P porp"Of IN pm!%Wl 7-taoVR77-- 7 Vlk",
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torms of war or threat of war," but that "we may be called upon to boar

still heavier burdens. " She denied any Indian intervention in East

Pakistan, declaring that "And even now we do not seek to interfere in

any way.

IndiaYs Foreign Minister Swaran Singh took India's diplomatic campaign

abroad in June. In Washington, he met with U.S. leaders and outlined

India's position in an address before the National Press Club. He called

on the "international community" to "persuade and pressurise" the

Government of Pakistan "to stop further influx of refugees from Pakistan

and that will come about only if the military action in East Bengal is

ended forthwith." He once again voiced the demand for a political solution

satisfactory to the Awami League:

The basic problem is a political one; and it calls for a
political solution. Without such a solution, the atmosphere
of confidence and security, which is necessary for the return
of refugees, will not be generated. There are two essential
prerequisites: first, the necessary political solution must
be found urgently, and secondly, the solution to be effective
and enduring must be in accord with the wishes of the people of
East Bengal and their elected leaders. Any effort to set up a
regime in East Bengal which is not truly representative will
only prolong the agony, and harden attitudes and pose hazards
to peace of the whole region.

Singh also expressed "great concern" for the "personal safetyf of

imprisoned Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and stated:

We hope that the international community will spare no effort
to persuade the-rulers of Pakistan to release Sheikh Mujib
and to join with him in search of a political solution
acceptable to the people of East Bengal.2/

-/ Ebassy of India (Washington). Prime Minister' s statement in- Parliament,
May 24, 1971 (text). Indiagram No. 455, May 25, 1971.

2_/ Embassy of India (Washington). Text of the speech of the Foreign Mfiister
of India, Sardar :'aran Singh, at the National Press Club of Washington,
D.C., Thursday, June 17, 1971. Indiagram No. 468, June 17, 1971.
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Singh's statement of India's position is interesting in comparison

with New Delhi's diplomatic stance during October and November immediately

preceding the outbreak of war. India's public posture until October did

not require the release of Mujibur Rahman as a prerequisite to negotiations

between Pakistan and the Awami League. Statements by Prime Minister

Gandhi and Singh at this stage suggested a good deal more flexibility.

Particularly, they gave the impression that Pakistan could negotiate with

the Bangladesh leaders without initial direct participation by Mujibur

Rahman. Singh especially implied this when he stated at Delhi airport

upon the return from his trip that he had explained to world leaders that

the wishes of the people of Bangladesh could be ascertained easily, as the

main core of the Awami League leadership was still available. On June 25,

Singh stated that:

Only formation of a Government in which Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
and other Awami League leaders are involved, would create a
congenial climate for their /the refugees] return. j

He told the Parliament on June 28 that Mujibur Rahman was the only person

who could agree to a "political solution" with the Government of Pakistan.

Thus while placing a good deal of emphasis on Sheikh Mujibur's status as

leader of the Awami League, Singh did not make his release a precondition

for negotiations, as India subsequently did in the month immediately

preceding the outbreak of fighting.

1/ Radio New Delhi, June 22, 1971.
/ embassy of India (Washington). Foreign Minister's address to party

members. Indiagram No. 473, June 26, 1971.
3 / bassy of India (Washington). Foreign Minister's reply to debate

in Parliament. Indiagram No. 477, June 29, 1971.
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Tass (Moscow), September 29, 1971.
Eindustan Times, October 1, 1971.
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Throughout the summer, India continued on the diplomatic track of

demanding in general terms a political solution negotiated with the Awanmi

League leadership. In August and September Prime Minister Gandhi and

Foreign Minist.er Singh warned Pakistan not to bring Mujibur Rahman to

trial; they did not demand his release as a precondition for negotiations.

A joint Indo-Soviet.communique issued on September 29 at the conclusion

of Mrs. Gandhi's visit to Moscow called for "a political solution.

paying regard to the wishes,.. the inalienable rights and lawful interests

of the people of East Bengal." No mention was made of Sheikh Mujibur's

status.

One of the first explicit demands for Sheikh's Mujibur s release

came from the influential New Delhi newspaper, Hindustan Times, in an

editorial of October 1. The Times stated in regard to the possibility of

negotiations involving Pakistan, Bangladesh and India:

The first step towards any movement in this direction, however,
must logically be the release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.

. . .it would be unreasonable to expect the Bangla Desh
leadership to agree to any kind of discussions with the
regime in Islamabad while their leader. . . is in detention
or under trial. . .None of this would be inconsistent with
the broad Indian position or with India's interests./

It is impossible to say whether the Iindustan Times editorial constituted

a "trial balloon" put out by the Government of India, but the editorial

closely paralleled the public policy line adopted by the Government three

weeks later. In any event, the status of the Sheikh turned out to be a

LS--29
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crucial factor in the breakdown in diplomacy in November and particularly

of the United States attempts to bring about a diplomatic settlement.

B. United States Policy and Diplomacy

United States policy toward both India and Pakistan underwent

major changes in the 1960's. The decade began with close U.S.-Pakistan

ties in the context of the SEATO and CENTO alliances. However, the

Kennedy Administration's decision in 1962 to supply military assistance

to India following the Sino-Indian border fighting of October-November

1962 marked the beginning of increased American emphasis. on India's security

and stability. Pakistan responded by improving relations with Communist

China and deemphasizing its role in the Western-sponsored alliances. The

1965 India-Pakistan War marked a watershed in American policy. The

American decision to suspend arms aid to both countries (modified slightly

in 1967 to permit sales of "non-lethal" military equipment) resulted in a

substantial lowering of U.S. involvement in the security-related affairs

of India and Pakistan. The United States view of India as a stabilizing

force against China in non-Communist Asia was adjusted as India criticized

the U.S. position in Vietnam and suffered from semi,famine conditions and

other econonic difficulties after 1965. Moreover, following the 1965

L The United States is a member of SEATO but not CENTO. In 1959 the
United States signed a bilateral Agreement on Cooperation with
Pakistan which stated in Article I: "In case of aggression against
Pakistan, the Government of the United States of America, in accord-
ance with the Constitution of the United States of America,' will take
such appropriate action, including the use of armed forces, as may
be mutually agreed upon and as envisaged in the Joint Resolution to
Promote Peace and Stability in the Middle East, in order to assist
the Government of Pakistan at its request." However, since the
Middle East Resolution of 1957 empowered the President to use U.S.
troops against Communist agression only, the United States has con-
sidered phe obligation imposed by the agreement to apply only to
Communist aggression. The United States inserted a similar understanding
of itz ci.ligations into the SEATO Treaty.
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hostilities, the Soviet Union sharply expanded its arms aid to India.

Communist China supplied arms to Pakistan, but on a smaller scale.

Preoccupation with the Vietnam War also served to lower the American

profile in South Asia after 1965. Moreover, the public debate in the United

States over American policy on the Asian mainland plus the Nixon Administration's

moves to reduce the U.S. role in Asia raised the question of whether or not

the United States had vital interests on the Indian subcontinent.

The section on South Asia in President Nixon's February 1971 foreign

policy message to Congress reflected this view. In one of the shortest

sections in the report, the President spoke pessimistically of "the world's

most cruel imbalance between human needs and available resources." He

stated that:

Even with the full application of modern science and
technology with all its potential for righting such an
imbalance, the problem remains severe. For India, the
mere size of its population and the need for large
infusions of external resources, make extremely difficult
the taak of organizing the society to meet its problems.

The President held out no hope of increased economic assistance to the

countries of South Asia but said only that: "We will do what we can to

help the countries of the' area to meet their economic and social needs."

Gone from his statement were past references to India as a major Asian

power and a democratic counterweight to Communist China. The President

L,/ Nixon, Richard M. United States foreign policy for the 1970's: the
emerging structure of peace. A report by President Richard Nixon to

the Congress, February 9, 1972. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1972: 164. President Nixon asserted that Soviet military aid to
India in the 1965-71 period totaled over 0730 million, while China
supplied Pakistan with $133 million in arms ovcc' the same period.
U.S. deliveries of military equipment for the period to both India
and Pakistan amounted to $70 million.
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listed as the great powers in Asia the United States, Soviet Union,

Communist China, and Japan--thus omitting India. Gone also were past

statements of the need to help India and Pakistan promote their security

against Communist aggression and subversion. The President, instead,

spoke of promoting a "stable balance" of great power involvement in South

Asia and declared that the United States would "do nothing" to harm

legitimate Soviet and Chinese interests in the area." He did warn,

however, against any single powesa trying to establish a "predominant

influence."

This objective of preserving a great power balance in the subcontinent

was a major factor in the formulation' of U.S. policy during the crisis.

Preventing war and preserving a united Pakistan became keys to maintaining

a stable balance, particularly between Soviet interests in India and

Chinese interests in Pakistan. Moreover, even before the crisis, the

United States had shown some concern for the increased level of Soviet

naval activity in the Indian Ocean. President Nixon testified in his 1972

foreign policy report to Congress that he came to view an India-Pakistan

war as a vehicle for the expansion of Soviet influence in South Asia at

the expense of the other powers. This was an added incentive for

American diplomatic involvement. Moscow's policy of arming India in prep-

aration for military action caused concern in its own right and also un-

doubtedly because it contained parallels to the" Soviet Union's arming of

Syria prior to Syria's attack on Jordan in September 1970.

)_/ Nixon, Richard M. United States foreign policy for the 1970 se:
building for peace. 'A Report by President Richard Nixon to the
Congress, February 25, 1971. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1971: 87-89.
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Other. factors with broader foreign policy implications also entered

into U.S. thinking. President Nixon stated in his 1972 foreign policy

report that:

Finally, it was our view that the war in South Asia was
bound to have serious implications for the evolution of
the policy-. of the Peoples Republic of China. That country' s
attitude toward the global system was certain to be pro-
foundly influenced by its assessmnt of the principles.by
which this system was governed--whether force and threat

rxlod or whether restraint was the international standard.j

The President did not mention that during the crisis period on the sub-

continent, he was engaged in sensitive and secret contacts with Peking

leading up to his dramatic trip to China in February 1972. Some observers

have drawn the inference that throughout the crisis China's backing of

Pakistan influenced the United States to avoid any anti-Islamabad action

which might jeopardize the President's overtures to China.

The signing of the Soviet-Indian Treaty of Peace, Friendship, and

Cooperation (commonly called the Delhi Pact) in August 1971 (see section V. B.)

Indian Diplomacy...) with its implications of a quasi-military alliance

very probably added weight to the China factor in U.S. policy. In June

1969 Soviet Party chief Brezhnev had proposed "a system of collective

security in Asia" in a speech that had obvious anti-China overtones.

Soviet-Indian negotiations on the friendship treaty began about the samn-e

time. As the anti-Pakistan and anti-China ramifications of the treaty

_/ Nixon, United States foreign policy for the 1970' s: the emerging
structure of peace, p. 167.
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became apparent with the unfolding of events in November and December

(see section V.B.), it is likely that the United States grew increasingly

reluctant to take any action that the People's Republic of China could

interpret as collusion with or support of the Soviet Union's plans for

an anti-China collective security scheme with India as the first link.

President Nixon had responded to the original Brezhnev proposal by

saying that the United States would not associate itself with any such

"condominium" in Asia. Given the delicate U.S.-China negotiations of the

October-December 1971 period, including Presidential adviser Kissinger's

second visit to Peking, this attitude was probably reinforced by the

Delhi Pact.

Apart from the delicate matter of U.S.-Chinese relations, Secretary

Rogers voiced in December 1971 the State Department's opposition to

secession and "Balkanization" in the "third world.?" President Nixon in

his 1972 foreign policy message described the encouragement of ethnic and

secessionist movements as "a formula for anarchy." This added emphasis

on stability also drew the United States toward a position supporting

Pakistan's unity and territorial integrity.

The extensive American economic assistance to India and Pakistan

served to reinforce U.S. involvement. American economic aid to India and

Pakistan between 1946 and 1970 (fiscal years) totaled $8.7 billion and

$3.9 billion respectively.

As the guerrilla war emerged in East Pakistan and as the refugee flow

into India continued, the United States moved to prevent war and attain a

political settlement that would keep Pakistan united. It sought to achieve

Cf
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these two goals through quiet diplomacy and by maximizing its influence

with both governments. Consequently, the United States took no public

position on Pakistan's policies in the East, hoping tlis.to retain more

of influence on the Islamabad Government. With regard to India, Washington

tried to alleviate the refugee burden through generous relief assistance

and thus restrain New Delhi.

U.S. relief aid was directed to both India and Pakistan. The bulk

of American assistance to India went for refugee care; and by November,

the United States had contributed $91 million out of a total of $200 million

from abroad. By contrast, the Soviet Union had contributed approximately

$11 million. As early as June, Washington was providing enough food to

feed 1,250,000 refugees daily. American assistance to Pakistan for relief

in East Pakistan was even more extensive, totaling $158 million by mid-

/.
November.

The U.S. diplomatic approach to the Government of Pakistan had two

objectives: (1) the normalization of conditions in East Pakistan so that

the refugees could return; and (2) a political settlement based on some

autonomy for East Pakistan. This approach was based on persuasion rather

than pressure. President Nixon asserted on August 4 that "public pressure"

/ Nixon, United States foreign policy for the 1970s: the emerging
structure for peace, p. 161. Letter from Assistant Secretary of
State for Congressional Relations David M. Abshire to Senator
Edward M. Kennedy, June 15, 1971. New York Times, October 23, 1971.
U.S. Congress. House of Representatives. Committee on Foreign
Affairs. Drifting toward crisis. Report of a special study mission
to Pakistan and India by Hon. Peter H. B. Frelinghuysen. 92nd Cong.,
1st sess., 1971. Washington,'U.S. Govt. Print. Off.: 14-15 Hereafter
this report will be cited under Congressman Frelinghuysen's name.
Nixon, United Staes f oreign policy for the 1970s: the emerging
structure for peace, pp. 159-161. U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee
on -Judiciary. Subcommittee to Investigate Problems Connected with
Refugees nd Escapees. Relief problems in East Pakistan and India.
Part 1, p.16.
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on Pakistan would be "totally counterproductive." Pakistani officials had

warned in June that Islamabad would not submit to foreign pressure, partic-

ularly from aid-giving countries.

The Aierican approach was manifested in the Administr.ationi s refusal

to criticize the Government of Pakistan s policies in the East. Moreover,

the United States at no time suspended economic assistance to Pakistan

and did not until November cut off the 'flow. 'of military equipment frc=

arms sales. In June, the Aid to Pakistan Consortium, made up of the

United States and other Western aid-giving nations, met-to .consider the

issue of future economic assistance to Islaabad. Most- members reportedly

favored the withholding of aid until a political' settlement ,was reached.

The United States dissented from the majority view. The U.S. representative

told the group that Washington would not use economic assistance as a

lever to force a political settlement on Palistan and would base .its

future aid decisions -strictly on developmental criteria. The Administra-

tion subsequently opposed'a provision in the foreign aid authorization bill

passed by the House (August) and Senate' (October), suspending economic

assistance until conditions were created that would allow the East

Pakistan refugees to return home.

1/ New York Times, August 5, 1971.

a'/ Ibid.., June 29, 1971. U.S. Congress. Senate. Comittee on the
Judiciary. Subcommittee to Investigate Problems Connected with
Refugees and Escapees. Relief problems in East Pakistan and India.
Part I, p. 24.
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The controversial sale of "non-lethal" military supplies and

equipment to Pakistan (under the policy set in 1967) symbolized the

Administration's policy of persuasive diplomacy and drew. criticism from

some members of. Congress and other Americans, who argued that the United

States should have forced Pakistan--through the Athholding of aid if

necessary--to change its policies. 'According to the Administration,

military sales to Pakistan since 1967 totaled about $10 million annually.

After March 25, the United States did not approve new licenses for military

sales, but it did allow exports under licenses issued before that date.

From March 25 to November 8, when the United States finally revoked re-

maining licenses covering $3.6 million dollars of military supplies, the

United States had shipped just under $5 million worth of military supplies

and equipment to Pakistan.

While the amount of military assistance sent after March 25 was quite

small, both the Administration and its critics considered the sales of

considerable diplomatic and psychological importance. As a major element

in the policy of persuasive diplomacy, the Administration believed that

any suspension would be interpreted by the Government of Pakistan as a

punitive measure and would produce an anti-U.S. reaction in Islamabad.

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs

C'AA Christopher Van Hollen expressed the view that:

i
Washington Post, November 9, 1971.
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we have not imposed a formal embargo on economic
assistance to Pakistan or of military supply. We did not
take steps of this nature in the civil strife circumstances in
Pakistan because we felt that such actions would, first of
all, be interpreted as sanctions. They woud therefore be
seen as an unwarranted intrusion into an essentially internal
problem, which can only- be resolved by the Pakistanis
themselves. Consequently, such sanctions would not in our
judgment attain the objectives sought. Such sanctions, we
felt would undermine our efforts to maintain a productive
political relationship with the Government of Pakistan, and
thus encourage the Government of Pakistan along constructive
lines in the areas of mutual interest, namely in the areas
of relief, of refugee return, and of political accommodations

The Administration apparently believed that the imposition of

"sanctions" or a comdemnation of Pakistan would further isolate Islamabad

diplomatically and possibly prompt India to step up its interference in

East Pakistan, thus increasing the possibility of war. Van Hollen's

reference to the crisis as "an essentially internal problem, which can

only be resolved by the Pakistanis themselves" (a phrase repeated by

other officials during this period) appeared to signify Administration

concern that the situation would boil over into a full-scale India-

Pakistan war.

Administration critics contended that continuance of military sales

and economic aid to Pakistan was immoral in view of Islamabad's policies

in the East. They charged that U.S. policy merely encouraged Pakistan in

its effort to hold East Pakistan by force. They questioned whether

j U.S. Congress. Senate.. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee
to Investigate Problems Connected with Refugees and Escapees. Relief
problems in East Pakistan and India. Part I, p. 23.
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persuasive diplomacy would achieve any positive results and argued,

instead, that a suspension of all aid offered the- best chance for the

United States to change Pakistani policy.

American officials in June did not publicly specify what the United

States hoped Pakistan would do in East Pakistan. Assistant Secretary of

State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs Joseph Sisco spoke of a

"peaceful political accommodation," and Van Hollen referred to a "viable

i/
political accommodation." American diplomats reportedly said to

Pakistani officials in private that such an accommodation would have to

2/
involve acceptance of the Awami League's Six Points. The U.S. effort was

aimed at returning the situation in East Pakistan to normal and restoring

peaceful conditions, through an end to the Army's policy of terror,

movement toward civilian rule in East Pakistan, amnesty for refugees,

and a United Nations presence. On May 28, 1971, President Nixon wrote

Yahya Khan that:

I feel sure you will agree with me that the first essential
step is to bring an end to the /civil strife and restore
peaceful conditions in East Pakistan. Then full-scale
efforts can go forward within an international framework to
help your government provide relief assistance to the people
who need it. . .. /

These moves, though short of the kind of political settlement demanded

by India, were considered by Washington as necessary to create the proper

j New York Times, June 13, 1971.
2/ Ibid.
j Nixon, United States foreign policy in the 1970s: the emerging

structure of peace, p. 159.
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climate for a political solution and, equally as important, as a means of

lowering tensions between India and Pakistan.

Beginning in June Yahya Khan announced a number of steps which

appeared to aim at normalization. On June 28 he stated his intention to

return Pakistan to civilian rule under a new constitution. The results

of the December 1970 elections would stand, he said, but by-elections

would be held to fill the seats of some Awami Leaguers who were disqualified.

The Awami League was banned as a political party. Yahya Khan promised

"maximum autonomy" to the provinces but also "adequate powers" to the

central government.

Yahya Khan on October 12 announced that the National Assembly would

meet on December 27 and that he Would transfer power to a civilian

government soon afterwards. He also announced that by-elections to fill

78 seats of disqualified Awami Leaguers would be completed by December 23.

Yahya Khan took two other steps toward normalization. At the end of

August, he replaced Lt. General Tikka Khan, the symbol of the Army s

policies in East Pakistan, with a civilian governor. On September 4,

he granted a "general amnesty" (which excepted individuals charged with

specifically defined "crimes").

Embassy of Pakistan (Washington). Pakistan Affairs, June 30, 1971.
2 Radio Karachi, October 12, 1971.

Frelinghuysen, Drifting toward crisis, p. 7.
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Yahyals moves did little to restore peaceful conditions in East

Pakistan. The refugees continued to arrive in India with stories of

Army atrocities. As stated previously, Malcolm Browne of the New York

Times reported in October a "consensus" among foreigners in Dacca that

the A.-my had;notended its terror campaign. Browne cited foreign

diplomats as saying that no important prisoners had been released since

Yahyals amnesty announcement and that arrests were, in fact, continuing.

Fewer than 350 people reportedly were released under the amnesty by the

end of October. Finally, the guerrilla war continued, producing its own

brand of terror and counter-terror.

By November it became apparent that the special elections called for

by Yahya Khan were for the most part restricted to candidates either picked

or endorsed by the Pakistan .Government. The special balloting to fill the

193 seats in the East Pakistan provincial assembly held by disqualified

Awami Leaguers had 86 candidates running unopposed and only 51 seats

appearing to be truly contested. The Government of Pakistan announced on

November 2 that 53 National Assembly seats taken from Awami Leaguers would

be filled unopposed and 25 by contested election.

A second facet of the U.S. diplomatic approach involved persuading

both India and Pakistan to allow the United Nations to participate on the

l/
spot with relief and refugee work. The Nixon Administration apparently

j/ Ibid., p, 6. Washington Post, October 28 and 29, 1971.
j New York Times, October 10, 1971.

Washington Post, October 28, 1971.
Washington Star, November 16, 1971. Washington Post, November 7,
1971. New York Times, November 3, 1971.
Congressional Record, December 9, 1971: S21013.
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hoped that a U.N. presence might help stop and reverse the refugee flow and

also temper the actions of both India and Pakistan. Once again, Washington

achieved only limited results. In May, Pakistan asked the United Nations

to distribute food and provide river transportation in East Pakistan.

Tikka Khan' s June 10 announcement that the Government would set up

reception centers to aid returning refugees was followed by Yahyals de-

cision in July to allow U.N. observers to "supervise the return of the

refugees." Yahya said the observers could satisfy themselves that it

was safe for the refugees to return to Est Pakistan and then go to the

. 1/
camps in India and assure the refugees.

U.N. officials did observe the reception centers and carried out

some useful work in relief distribution. However, the U.N. presence

did nothing to affect the refugee movement or change the overall situation

in East Pakistan. It was far too small to cover all of the province;

a much larger' presence would have been necessary to act as a restraining

influence on the Pakistan Army and to persuade the refugees across the

border in India to return. The U.N. mission never reached 100 and totaled

only about 40 individuals at the end of September. Moreover, the Pakistan

Government was lukewarm in its attitude toward the mission. U.S. Rep-

resentative Peter Frelinghuysen, who visited East Pakistan at the end of

September, found "an evident reluctance" on the part of the Government to

1/ Financial Times (London), July 19, 1971 (interview with Yahya Kan).

4
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encourage a significant U.N. presence. He stated that:

The Pakistanis obviously fear the U.N. presence might
become a'shadow government,' involving itself with
administrative functions in competition with local authorities.l/

The United Nations had even less success with India. The Gandhi

Government blocked all attempts to establish a U.N. presence in the

refugee camp areas in India. Secretary General U Thant reported on August

2 that India had expressed "total opposition" to a U.N. plan, which called

for the stationing of U.N. representatives on both sides of the East
2/

Pakistan border to facilitate the repatriation of refugees.

New Delhi justified its response to the United Nations by sa--i

that such a plan would divert world attention. from Pakist a-L K pzrr ivo

policies in the East. It seems apparent, however, that India had C1

additional motive: a U.N. presence would likely have observed India's

secret arming and training of the Mukti Bahini--the manpower for which

came from the refugees.

U.S. efforts to achieve some normalization of the situation in East

Pakistan and establish an effective U.N. presence in the area paid few

dividends and did nothing to lower the growing tensions between New Delhi

and Islamabad. Consequently, the United States fell back on direct

Pakistan-Bangladesh negotiations as the cornerstone of its policy. The

United States had to persuade Yahya Khan and the military leadership of

1/ Frelinghuysen, Drifting toward crisis, p. 8.
2/ Ibid. New York Times, August 3, 1971.
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Pakistan to do what they would not do in March: negotiate an autonomous

status for East Pakistan with the Awami League. Moreover, the United

States effort was heavily dependent on India's attitude, given the strong

Indian influence on the Bangladesh exile leadership in Calcutta. And by

the end of the summer, India was showing increasing displeasure with the

American refusal to condemn Pakistan and cut off aid.

The United States, according to Presidential adviser Henry Kissinger's

"backgrounder" to newsmen on December 7, established contact with the

Bangladesh "government-in-exile" in August, September, and October. The

results during that period were limited. The information available on

Pakistan's attitude is unclear, but Yahya Khan's movement toward such

talks was, at best, hesitating.. He declared in an interview with Le Monde

in mid-October that "No one can accept discussions with rebels." On the

more positive side, Yahya Khan did hint during this period that he might
2/

conceivably grant some kind of clemency to Mujibur Rahman, and he privately

3/
assured President Nixon that the Sheikh would not be executed.

Dr. Kissinger alluded in his backgrounder to the slowness with which

Yahya Khan changed his position:

1/ Le Monde, (Paris), October 19, 1971. Frelinghuysen, Drifting toward
crisis, p. 19.

2/ Washington Post, September 26, 1971. New York Times, September 28,
1971. Le Monde (Paris), October 19, 1971. In his Le Monde interview,
Yahya Khan said "if the people want clemency I will grant it."

3/ Nixon, United States foreign policy for the 1970's: the emerging
structure of peace, p. 162.
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I think it is safe to say the Indian side wanted a maximum
of rapidity, and perhaps more speed than the Pakistan
political process would stand. We were urging movement at
the greatest speed that the Pakistan political process
could stand. 1/

The Pakistan political process referred to by Kissinger was controlled by

the army establishment. As stated previously, important elements within

the Army apparently held out against concessions to the Awami League

during the Yahya-Mujibur negotiations in March and were instrumental in

influencing policy. There was reportedly the same kind of opposition to

conciliatory moves during this later period.

The attitude of India and the Bangladesh leadership was no more

forthcoming. The United States, according to Dr. Kissinger's account,

told the Indian Government that Washington considered such negotiations

as the beginning of a political process that would inevitably lead to
2/

autonomy for East Pakistan. U.S. officials at the time were telling
3/

newsmen essentially the same thing. On November 7, the Washington Post

quoted "authoritative sources in India" as saying that the Bangladesh

leaders had "rebuffed" U.S. initiatives. On October 28 the Executive

Committee of the Awami League ordered elected party members of the National

Assembly not to have contacts with Americans.

1/ Washington Star, November 22, 1971.

2/ Congressional Record, December 9, 1971: S21013.
3/ New York Times, October 5, 1971.
4/ Washington Post, November 7 and 12, 1971.
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Indian officials, by this time, were openly taking a critical attitud-
1/

toward the U.S. initiative. At the beginning of October., Indian officials

were stressing the desirability of the Sheikh's being released, but were

still not insisting on it as a first step. Instead, according to

Representative Frelinghuysen, they were implying that some groundwork

might first have to be done. Frelinghuysen stated:

In India, I was urged repeatedly to recommend that the
United States publicly urge the release of Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman so he could take charge of the much-desired
political settlement in East Pakistan. On one occasion I
was told that the release of Mujib must be unconditiona,
but another official recognized thatthe Government of Pakistan
would have to reach some 'understanding' with Mujib prior to
releasing him.2/

Indeed, as late as October 19, Prime Minister Gandhi avoided making the

release of the Sheikh a precondition for Pakistan-Bangladesh talks. At

a news conference on that day, she merely repeated India's insistence on

a political settlement satisfactory to the Bangladesh-Awami League leaders.

Then on October 20 she issued a joint communique with President Tito of

Yugoslavia; it stated:

The prime minister of India reiterated that Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman, the elected leader of East Bengal, should be
released unconditionally as an essential prerequisite to a
peaceful solution.4/

1/ Ibid. D.P. Dhar, chairman of India's policy planning commission
and the principal Indian strategist on East Pakistan, stated in an
interview early in November that "The remedies which have been
casually suggested by the United States administration do not have

any relationship to the realities of the situation."
2/ Frelinghuysen, Drifting toward crisis, p. 19.
3/ Radio New Delhi, October 19, 1971.

Radio New Delhi, October 20, 1971.
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From that point, Mujibur Rahman's release was a major issue in the

diplomatic deadlock between Washington and New Delhi.

V. The Breakdown of Diplomacy and India's Military Intervention in

East Pakistan

A. India's Motives in Deciding on Military Intervention

A core issue in the controversy between Washington and New De1'

has been India's motives for deciding upon open military intervention and,

particularly, the timing of the Indian Army's movement into East Pak istan

on November 21-22. The Government of India has emphasized the refugees

as a major factor. The problem of the refugees had two kinds of impact:

the financial burden on India, and the political-security problem posed

by the refugees and the guerrillas in East Pakistan.

During the months between May and December, the refugees presented

to India a substantial but by no means unbearable financial burden.

Local Indian refugee officials stated at the end of October that the

refugee relief system could adequately cope with t- stuaio. Prime

Minister Gandhi herself expressed similar sentimantsc at=

National Cathedral on November 5:

So the financial burden is immense. 3ut we are not really
worried about the financial burden. When you have been poor
and you learn to endure drought and famine and all these
conditions, you have the strength to bear an extra burden.
It is not going to be easy; it is going to delay our program ces
and our progress but it is something we ultimately can bear.!

1/ Washirngton Post, October 28, 1971.
2/ Embassy of India (Washington). Text of speech delivered by Mrs.

Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India, at the Washington Cathedral
on November 5, 1971.
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The financial burden of the refugees posed no immediate threat to

the Indian economy in November 1971, but it did present a longer-range

threat. The Government of India estimated that the cost of refugee care

for April 1971-March 1972 would be about $700 million. Given an estimated

$200 million in special contributions from abroad, the Government's

share was expected to be $500 million. This total represents about 12 1/2

percent of the Government's planned development expenditure of 29.21 billion

rupees ($4.01 billion) for 1971-72. According to a World Bank report of

September 1971, this was expected to have a major impact on the Indian

economy in the 1972-73 fiscal year (April-March). By November, although
2/

there was no indication of a general cutback of developmental expenditures,

the refugee program had severely curtailed development programs in the

states immediately surrounding East Pakistan, as the administrative

machinery of both the central and state governments in that region was

3/.
shifted to meet the needs of the refugees.

In short, India did face long-term economic difficulties if the refugees

remained, and the realization of this may have reinforced the attitude

favoring military action. On the other hand, Indian leaders must have been

aware that an end to Pakistani rule in East Pakistan would place upon

India a good deal of the responsibility for the economic future of

Bangladesh. As a result of its December victory, India will now in fact

/. Washington Post, November 5, 1971.
2/ Washington Post, November 11, 1971.
3/ Ibid. U.S. Embassy (New Delhi). Economic trends report. Airgram

No. A-454, November 6, 1971.
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have to invest substantial funds in repairing and revitalizing

Bangladesh's economy. . Government of India officials estimated in December

that India would have to commit at least a quarter of the economic de-

velopment budget to Bangladesh. The New York Times Economic Survey

of Asia and the Pacific cited Indian Finance Ministry officials as saying

that in order to make Bangladesh's economy viable, India would have to

contribute nearly $2 billion annually over the next five years. This

represents potentially a much greater burden than caring for the refugees.

The political-security effect of the refugees may have been a more

important motivating influence on the Government of India than the financial

burden. Mrs. Gandhi and her colleagues may have concluded that the refugees

presented a serious danger to the already unstable political situation in

West Bengal, where Communist groups and anti-Congress party sentiment had

been strong for years. A curtailment of development programs, coupled

with rising prices and falling wages in West Bengal was caused at least in

part by the refugees. Added to this is the fact that the 45 million people

of West Bengal are Bengalis, potentially susceptible to any radical leftist

or pan-Bengali nationalist movement that might arise from the Bangladesh

revolt. The war had heightened Bengali nationalism in West Bengal, where

concern in India for the Bengali struggle in East Pakistan was greatest;

jf Washington Post, December 20, 1971.
New York Times, January 24, 1972.

/ Since 1967, the Government of India has abolished Communist-dominated
state governments on several occasions and has governed West Bengal
directly under a legal procedure called "Presidential Rule. " West
Bengal was under Presidential Rule throughout 1971.
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and India had nurtured the guerrilla movement in East Pakistan. Now,

the Government of India faced the dilemma of either increasing its aid

to the Bangladesh. forces or taking the risk of alienating Bengali senti-

ment in both West Bengal and East Pakistan and allowing the guerrilla

war to continue, with all the potential adverse effects to India's own

future security and stability. In downgrading the financial burden of

the refugees, Prime Minister Gandhi alluded in her Washington Cathedral

speech to this kind of threat:

What worries us is that our social and political
tensions. which have come and most of all the fact
that for the first time after independence there is .
a very grave threat to our security and our stability
and for even our integrity.

Thus, given the scope of the refugee problem and the size of the guerrilla

movement by October, India may have concluded that it was necessary to

establish quickly in East Pakistan a Bengali government which it could

influence and/or dominate (thus checking any future Bengali nationalist

movement) rather than -allow the continuation of the refugee problem and

guerrilla war.

A key to understanding India's motives may lie in New Delhi's

low assessment of the chances for a political settlement acceptable to

the Awami League. The continuance of the Pakistan Army's policies in

East Pakistan did little to reassure India of a suitable political out-

come to the crisis. India viewed Yahya Khan's "normalization" moves

as designed to install a pro-Islamabad government in East Pakistan;

New Delhi may have acted in November to forestall Yahya Khan's timetable
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to install a civilian government in December. Then, too, India had to

consider the attitude of the Bengalis, especially the guerrillas, toward

a settlement; and the Bengali attitude had hardened. Finally, there

was the original objective of changing Pakistanrs foreign policy.

In short, it appears that by October, a complex of factors i

Pakistan t s policies in the East, the political situation in West Bengal,

fear of radicalization of the guerrilla movement, and New Delhits continued

desire to change Pakistan's foreign policy--or if that were not possible,

to weaken Pakistan and permanently alter the balance of power in South

Asia in India's favor--caused India to place as its primary objective an

independent Bangladesh state. Indian Defense Minister Jagjivan Ram

stated on September 26 that an independent Bangladesh was inevitable.

Indian officials espoused a similar view to Congressman Frelinghuysen

when he visited New Delhi and Calcutta early in October. According to

Frelinghuysen:

My discussions with Indian leaders in Calcutta and New Delhi
lead me to believe that India would not only accept, but
would welcome a federal (i.e. Pakistani) solution to the
'Bangla Desh problem,t as they term it. At the same time,
they are pessimistic that such a solution is possible under
present conditions. They feel that India cannot afford to
cut herself off from an independence movement which, in her
eyes, is fast assuming an aura of inevitability.2/

Since it was clear that Pakistan would never agree to independence

for its east wing, military force remained India's only option to achieve

independence other than a long, drawn-out guerrilla struggle, which New

Delhi did not want. This Indian position was at variance with U.S.

objectives and left the United States with little chance of helping to

prevent war.

1/ Radio New Delhi, September 26, 1971.
2/ Frelinghuysen, Drifting toward crisis, p. 10
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Frelinghuysen also testified in October that he heard "repeated

references" from Indian military and civilian officials to a "deadline"

or "breaking point" beyond which India would presumably seek a military

solution. On one occasion he was told that war was inevitable.

Shortly afterwards, in October, the Washington Post cited a "diplomatic

source" in New Delhi as saying that a "senior member" of the Indian

cabinet had told him that "war is inevitable.?

The emergence of the Indian attitude favoring independence even at

the cost of war with Pakistan may help to explain Mrs. Gandhi's action

of October 20 making Mujibur Rahman's release a pre-condition for negotia-

tions. The Government of India must have realized that this demand would

make the initiation of negotiations more difficult. Consequently, it

may have been more concerned with Bangladesh aft er independence and the

realization that Mujibur was the one person who could insure stability in

the new state. His release, therefore, was important regardless of

whether negotiations took place or whether India resorted to war. By

making the Sheikh's release the key question in the dispute, India may

have hoped to generate international pressures on Pakistan that would

ultimately result in his release.

]_/ Ibid., pp. 16-18.
2/ Washington Post, October 17, 1971.
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B. Indian Dilomacy and War Preparations August-November 1971

The Government of India began to consider the possibility of a

military solution as early as July, when the prestigious Institutc for

Defense Studies and Analyses presented the Government with a study of the

feasibility of war with Pakistan, the balance of military power in the

region, and India's ultimate objectives. The study's conclusions and

recommendations closely paralleled Indian policy in October and November.

The Subrahmanyam report, as the study was called, proposed that the

Indian Army occupy a portion of East Pakistan, settle the refugees there

and install the Bangladesh government. It argued that a prolongation of

the present situation would lead to "continuous insecurity" along the

Bangladesh-West Bengal border. It warned that in a lengthy guerrilla

war, the guerrilla leadership could become "more and more left oriented"

with "long term repercussions on the situation in West Bengal."

Looking at the international implications of its recommendation, the

report rejected the notion that foreign countries could pressure Pakistan

into changing its policies. It went on to say that in case of open Indian

military movement into East Pakistan, outside powers would not intervene.

..J.
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In this connection, the study laid particular stress on the probability

that China would not intervene and that if Peking did, the Indian Armed

Forces could handle the situation. The report also suggested that Peking

would be least likely to intervene in. winter when snow closed the

Himalayan passes through which Chinese troops would have to pass.

India moved in August to bolster its international position by

signing a Treaty of Peace, Friendship, and Cooperation with the Soviet

Union (also called the "Delhi Pact"). Article Nine, the most important

clause of the treaty, stated that

In the event of either Party being subjected to an attack
or a threat thereof, the High Contracting Parties shall
immediately enter into mutual consultations in order to
remove such a threat and to take appropriate effective
measures to ensure peace and security of their countries.

The pact benefited India in two ways. First, New Delhi was assured

of substantial Soviet arms as it.moved toward military measures in late

October and November. Second, the treaty was a warning to Communist China

that the Soviet Union would support India in case Peking intervened in an

India-Pakistan War.

;l

2_/

London Times, July 13, 1971.
Washington Post, December 6, 1971. After war broke out, the USSR issued
a pointed warning to China in this regard on December 6, declaring
that developments in South Asia "involve the interests of Soviet
security," and warning other countries not to interfere. President
Nixon in his foreign policy report to the Congress and columnist
Jack Anderson in an article in Parade Magazine (February 13, 1972)
both said that the Soviet Union had directly threatened military
action against China if Peking intervened in the war against India.

I
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Toward China, India also adopted an "olive branch" approach,

suggesting that the time had come for an improvement in Sino-Indian

reIations. Prime Minister Gandhi in Jly wrote a cordial letter to

Premier Chou En-lai; China responded by a sharp reduction in propaganda

attacks on India and an invitation to the Indian pingpong team to visit

Peking. Reports in some Indian newspapers in September pictured China

as reviewing its policy toward South Asia and resisting Pakistani pressure

*for a Sino-Pakistan friendship treaty.

Pakistani statements early in November added to the impression of a

China determined to exercise restraint. Yahya Khan stated in an interview

with Newsweek that in case of an Indian attack, China would provide "all

the weapons and amunition we need, short of physical intervention.

Bhutto visited Peking at this time and said if war broke out it would be

2/
"primarily our own effort." The Chinese were reportedly counseling

Pakistan to avoid war and seek a peaceful settlement of the crisis.

These developments led the Covernment of India to conclude that

Peking would not intervene if the Indian Army went into East Pakistan.

On the eve of the Indian A=y'Is move on November 22, Government of lna

2/ George, T.J.S. The diplomatic imperative. Far Eastern Economic
Review, v.LXXIII, September 11, 1971: 7. Radio New Delhi, September
5, 1971.

2/ A talk with Pakistan's President Yahya Khan. Newsweek, v.LXXVIII,
November 8, 1971: 53.

2/ Washington Post, November 8, 1971.

2/ New York Times, November 9, 1971. Washington Post, November 17, 1971.
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i vere. sn con: nce that China would stay out of an

1ndia-Paki ta confrontation.

There can be little doubt now that as India toughened its diplomatic

stance in Otober, it was actively planning for open military intervention

in East Pakistan. Representative Frelinghuysen was told that as "one

possibility" India might decide to occupy a "liberated" enclave in East

Pakistan and allow the refugees and the Bangladesh guerrillas to move in--

the strategy proposed by the Subrahmanyam report. At the same time

Bangladesh diplomatic representatives in Washington (where Bangladesh had

an unofficial mission) and elsewhere were stating freely that after the

monsoon ended in late October the Mukti Bahini would stage a major

offensive involving 40,000-50,000 new troops and that the struggle would
-3/

be carried to a successful military conclusion by tha end of 1971. It

should be remembered that when the Indian Army moved into East Pakistan,

the Government of India initially denied direct military intervention and

claimed instead that the Mukti Bahini had begun an offensive.

Following a Mukti Bahini attack on Chhatak in Sylhet district on

October 13-15, allegedly supported by Indian artillery from across the

frontier, the Indian Army began shelling Pakistani border positions on a

daily basis. On October 22, India mobilized the states' militias and

] i/ Washington St ar, November 23, 1971. Washington Post, November 12, 1971.
2J Frelinghuysen, Drifting toward crisis, p. 16.

Washington Post, September 13, 1971. George, T.J.S. Bengali plans.
Far Eastern Economic Review, v. LXXIII, September 25, 1971: 8.
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activated all army reserves. On October 31 and November 1, indian forces

for the first time crossed into Fast Pakistan in retaliation for Pakistani

shelling of the town of Kamalpur in Tripura state. India also reportedly

began a massive stockpiling of supplies near the East Pakistan border;

heavily guarded freight trains were seen rolling into Calcutta.

India "invoked" the Delhi Pact with the U.S.S.R. at this stage to

insure Soviet arms support for its contemplated action. Soviet Deputy

Foreign Minister Firybin held consultations in New Delhi in late October--

j/
"under Article 9" of the treaty. A Government of India spokesman noted

specifically that Article Nine called for "appropriate effective measures"

in case of attack or threat of attack on either party. The result was a

sharp increase in Soviet weapons shipments to India. U.S. intelligence

sources stated on November 10 that more than 5,000 tons of Russian military

equipment, including aircraft, would arrive in India in November. By this

time, "senior U.S. specialists" were reevaluating their earlier assessments

of the meaning of the Delhi Pact and were expressing the view that Moscow,

while still wishing to avoid an all-out Indo-Pakistani war, was collabo-

ratingwith New Delhi to separate East Pakistan from West Pakistan.

As India toughened its diplomatic position and undertook military

preparations, Prime Minister Gandhi left New Delhi for a trip to Western

Europe and the United States. While her discussions were confidential,

Washington Post, October 23, 26, and 27, 1971. New York Times,
October 28 and November 8, 1971.

-/ New York Times, October 13 and 17, 1971. Washington Post, October 15
1971.
Radio New Delhi, October 27, 1971.
Washington Post, November 11, 1971. New York Times, November 12, 1971.

5/ New York Times, October 24, 1971.
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it can be assumed that she tried to get international support for India's

terms which would be reflected in hard international pressure on Pakist an

to comply. Moreover, knowing that war was possible if not probable, she

likely sought to influence public opinion in these countries toward a

pro-Indian view. S.S. Ray, Inia's Minister of Education and a close

associate of Mrs. Gandhi, described her trip as "the most important of

her life" and warned that unless the trip produced progress "we will be

forced to consider other steps."

Prime Minister Gandhi in all likelihood wanted two things from the

world leaders with whom she met: a commitment to press Pakistan for the

release of Mujibur Rahman and at least some sympathy toward the general

Indian position and the growing Indian view that independence for Bang-

ladesh was the only possible outcorne to the crisis. In her public state-

ments, she repeatedly stated the requirement that Sheikh Mujibur be

released. On the question of independence she was more circumspect,

stating in Washington that the question was up to the Bengalis to decide.

However, at a news conference in Bonn on November 12 she moved toward a

firmer public commitment:

But I certainly feel that with the bitterness and
hatred which have been generated by the atrocities
committed by the West Pakistani regime in East Bengal,
unity of Pakistan] does seem rather doubtful. _/

Washington Post, November 6, 1971
2/ See the texts of Mrs. Gandhi's speeches at the National Press Club

on November 5, 1971, and of her interview on NBC's Meet the Press
on November 7, 1971.
Radio New Delhi, November 12, 1971.
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The key to Mrs. Gandhi t s trip was her talks with President Nixon.

As an obvious palliative to India, the State Department announced on

November 8 that the United States would revoke remaining licenses for

military equipment exports to Pakistan valued at $3.6 million. The

United States did not, however, significantly alter its diplomatic approaCi

Mrs. Gandhi was told, according to Dr. Kissinger's account, that ashingson

would try to arrange negotiations between Pakistan and Bangladesh rep-

resentatives specifically approved by Mujibur Rahman. The reference to

Sheikh Mujibur represented a change in the Lmerican position; but the

United States still desired a settlement based on autonomy and never

specifically sought to persuade Yahya Khan to release Mujibur Rahman as

a prelude to negotiations.

The Kissinger backgrounder did not relate Prie Mii;er nI

response, but Indian Government officials later asserted that she r i.ed

that only Mujibur Ralmian could negotiate for the Bengalis and that he
3/

must be released unconditionally. Kissinger did point out that the

substance of the U.S.-Indian disagreement "was that the Indians took the

view that the negotiations had to begin with iIujibur" whilee "wE t&ook I

view that once negotiations started, the release of Mujibur would be an

Washington Post, November 9, 1971.
Congressional Record, December 9, 1971: S21013. Washington Post,
December 5, 1971. The Post story cites statements made by a "senior
State Department official" describing the U.S. diplomatic efforts.
New York Times, November 18, 1971. Washington Post, December 9,
1971.
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.exeid of time, and, therefore, we
:LevtthabLth most importatr Uig 1l to get the negotiations started."
fel ~1 ot irrporit jlnwaU UU

In short, the Gandhi-Nixon talks did not lessen the gap between India and

the United States.

It is diff icuc' to tell from Kissingers account how much warning,

if any, Mrs. Gandhi gave U.S. leaders that India's deadline or breaking

point was near. Kissinger stated at one point that "we were not given

the slightest inkling that such a military operation was in any way

imminent." In a second statement, however, he implied that India had

given some indication that there was a point of no return:

AllI can say is we had no reason to believe that military
action was that imminent and that we did not have some
time to begin to work on a peaceful resolution/

Moreover, according to a secret cablegram from Kenneth B. Keating,

U.S. Ambassador to India, published by columnist Jack Anderson, the

Administration had received reports that war was imminent. Still, U.S.

diplomatic moves after Mrs. Gandhi's visit suggest that the Administration

did believe that it had more time than the eight days between her return

to New Delhi and the Indian Army' s move into East Pakistan.

Congressional Record, December 9, 1971: S21013.
j/ Ibid., p. S21015. Underlining for author's emphasis.

New York Tim-es, January 6, 1972.
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The United States also ai1ld to persuade Prime Minister Gandhi

to agree to mutual withdrawal of Indian and Pakistani forces from the

India-East Pakistan border. Pakistan in October had proposed a mutual

pullback and had told the United Nations that it wold accept U.N.

observers on its side of the border. According to Kissinger, Prime

Minister Gandhi gave "no response" when U.S. officials mentioned the

proposal for a mutual withdrawal.

After Mrs. Gandhi's visit, the Administration increased its pressure

on Pakistan. On November 12, the Washington Post reported that Yahya

Khan had secretly contacted the Bangladesh leaders in. Calcutta and had

offered to negotiate with them. Yahya, however, brought uncertainty

into his belated offer by saying that Pakistan would talk only with those

Bangladesh people not charged with a specific crime. Now, with Mrs. Gandhi

back in New Delhi, the United States urged Pakistan to negotiate with

Bangladesh representatives approved by Mujibur Rahman. The Administration

also told the Pakistani Ambassador on November 15 that Pakistan should

develop a "maximum program. " The Ambassador, according to Kissinger,

replied that he could not give an answer until the week of November 22;

he also noted that Pakistan would return to civilian rule at the end of

December at which time it might be easier to work out problems such as

51
the release of Mujibur Rahman.

j New York Times, October 6 and 26, 1971.
j Congressional Record, December 9, 1971: S21013.

Washington Post, November 12, 1972.
Congressional Record, December 9, 1971: S21013.

5/ Ibid.

j
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Kissinger also stated in his backgrounder that Yahya Khan agreed

to have the United States establish contacts with Mujibur through his

defense lawyer. However, Keating's secret dispatch and statements by

other U.S. officials questioned the extent of any offer and asserted that

Yahya retracted it on November 29 and December 2. The latter action,

however, can probably be explained by the breakdown of any possibility of

diplomatic action by November 29; it is likely that Pakistan had by this

time decided to retaliate militarily in the West for India's action in

the East.

Kissinger also asserted in his backgrounder that Washington informed

New Delhi of these developments before the Indian Army zoved on November 22.

He claimed that on November 19 U.S. officials told the Indian Ambassador

that the United States was prepared to discuss a precise timetable for

political autonomy for East Pakistan. Ambassador Keating said he was

not informed of this conversation. Indian officials in New Delhi stated

44/
that the Indian Ambassador "was told nothing new. " However, President

Nixon confirmed it in his 1972 foreign policy message to Congress.

American diplomacy after Mrs. Gandhits return to India was futile;

India had apparently determined to take military action. On November 5,

an official Government of India spokesman said that the Bangladesh exile

government fulfilled all the criteria for diplomatic recognition by India,

effective possibly in November. After November 9 when Indian troops

. Ibid., p. S21014.
2/ New York Times, January 6, 1972. Washington Post, December 19, 1971.

Congressional Record, December 9, 1971: S21014.
New York Times, December 6, 1971. Washington Post, December 9, 1971.

5/ Nixon. U.S. foreign policy in the 1970s: the emerging structure
of peace, p. 162

/ Ananda Bazar Patrika (Calcutta), November 6, 1971.
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entered East Pakistan at the border with Tripura state and drove Fakiotom

troops from a 40-square-mile area, border crossings became a daily

occurrence. On November 16, reports circuating in Parliament dtatod

that Mrs. Gandhi had told members of the Executive Committ ee of tho 1

and that "The Bangla Desh problem will be settled in a month or two, or

even earlier."

Cn November 19 India gave addition ,. ss of ruling cut a ne7hz .

settlement and anything short of oai in ependence ror -a.2 : &iS

A Government official was quoted as saying:

Yahya Khan can admit total failure and wi r
from East Pakistan or he can attack India.3/

A Bangladesh spokesman spoke in a similar vein that "there is no

hope for any settlement through dialogue with Yahya Khan."

C. The Indian Armyls Movement into East Pakistan, November 22-
December 2, and the Outbreak of Full-Scale War

On November 22, Indian forces crossed the East Pakistan border

and advanced ten miles toward Jessore in a 48-hour period. A Government

of India spokesman denied that the Indian Army had attacked and said that

guerrillas had launched an offensive. However, Indian officers on the

scene freely admitted that their troops were inside East Pakistan.

Sidney Schanberg of the New York Times said the size of the Indian force

]/ New York Times, November 11 and 16, 1971.
2/ Radio Paris, November 16, 1971.
3/ Washington Post, Novomber 20, 1971.

Ibid.
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in East PIkIstan "is aimcst cetainly in the thousands," and reported a

"1arge numbr" of Indin troops moving toward the border. On November

24., Schanberg citud sources in the angladesh government as saying that

- India was employi:ng tanks in its drive toward Jessore. Mrs. Gandhi

announced on the same day that Indian forces could cross into East Pakistan

in self-defense if "...,shot at across the border"; she stated that a brief

incident lasting a few hours had taken place November 21.

Pakistan called up its reserves and proclaimed a national emergency

on November 25. The following day Pakistan's military commander in the

East declared that Indian forces were waging a "total war.?" Other

commanders said that the Indian Army held four shallow salients in East

Pakistan.

A two-day lull ensued on November 26 and 27, but on November 28 an

Indian force reported to consist of an infantry brigade (2, 900 men) and

a regiment of medium tanks (45 tanks) attacked Pakistani forces near the

town of Hilli; a major battle took place there. On November 29 Indian

Defense Minister Par sharply broadened the conditions under which Indian

troops could cross into East Pakistan and brought them nearer to the actual

reality of the situation. He stated that the Indian Army could go as far

into East Pakistan as the range of Pakistan artillery (15-20 miles) and

New York Times, November 23 and 24, 1971.
2j Ibid., November 25, 1971.

Washington Post, November 25, 1971.
Ibid. November 27, 1971.
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could stay until the Pakistani "threat" had been removed. Indian troops

could enter East Pakistan, Ram said, "whenever the life or property of

our citizens or troops are in danger or the integrity of our borders is

threatened."

The Indian Army pushed within four miles of Jessore on December 1

and cut the Hilli-Jessore rail line. On December 1, a Government of India

spokesman declared that "our overall objective, it is to see that these

refugees go ba'bk."

It was clear at this juncture that India intended militarily to

wrest East Pakistan from the control of the Pakistan Army and establish

an independent Bangladesh. Indian diplomacy reflected this policy. Prime

Minister Gandhi on November 28 rejected any United Nations role .in the

crisis, and a Government of India spokesman stated on November 29 that

diplomatic efforts "by other countries...have obviously failed." This

set the stage for Mrs. Gandhi's speech to Parliament on November 30 in

which she issued a virtual ultimatum to Islamabad. Declaring that "the

very presence of Pakistani troops in Bangla Desh is a threat to our

security" and that the Bengalis of East Pakistan would settle for "nothing

less than liberation" from Pakistan, she demanded that Pakistan withdraw

its troops from East Pakistan. Defense Minister Ram stated on December 2

that the fall of Jessore would be "a decisive turn toward the establishment

of an independent Bangla Desh."

New York Times, November 30, 1971.
2,/ Washington Post, December 2, 1971.
J Ibid., November 29, 1971. New York Times, November 30, 1971.

New York Times and Washington Post, December 1, 1971.
Washington Post, December 3, 1971.
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-fki4 fnal response o .ndia S "forward policy" ca." on

Decimber 3, when the Pakisten air force bombed eight airfields in

western India. Charging that "1Pakistan launched a full-scale war

against us, " Prime Minister Gandhi placed India on a "war footing"

and India forces launched a full-scale invasion into East Pakistan.

On December 6, India recognized Bangladesh as an independent state, and

officially declared its chief war aim as an end to Pakistani rule in

East Pakistan.
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